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The Roof is on Fire

..

Julie Johnson
The PAN AMERICAN
With every great team follows a great tradition. It could be the Bullpen Chias of Texas
A & M, the Phillie Fanatic in Philadelphia, or
the fans sitting high above Wrigley Field just
over the left field stadium cheering on their
·
Chicago Cubs.
a Bronc baseattended
recently
have
If you
a new tranoticed
have
ball game you might
net.
field
dition on the arise beyond the left
They call themselves the Roof Crew. These
roofers have not only brought havoc to other
teams' outfielders, but they have also brought
spirit, support and entertainment to the fans
and especially the Bronc baseball team.
The Roof Crew wants to help cheer the
Broncs to Coach Al Ogletree's 1200th win.
The Crew says, ''We need all of the student
body support to help reach this milestone."
The team welcomed this unique crew by
providing them with their own Bronc t-shirts.
The Roof Crew has given new meaning to a

home field advantage. Senior catcher Ben
Phillips said, "They are beginning some
school spirit onto the campus and much
needed support for our program. The Roof
Crew s 'Bronc kick' keeps the fans as well as
the players on a higher level of intensity."
The Roof Crew has ignited the Broncs off
to a 7-3 record at home. Leaving them just
shy of four wins before reaching 1200 wins.
Members of the Crew have followed
Ogletree and Assistant Coach Reggie
Treadaway for years. ''Together these two
men have built this Bronc program to a highly respected level in Division I ball," said the
Crew.
Senior shortstop Jeff Pool said, "It feels
good knowing that we are starting to get
more support. It gives us the extra incentive
to win so they keep coming out."
The next chance to catch the Rooftop Crew
is Friday as the Broncs take on Incarnate
Joseph Sallnu, Rene Torres, Jesse Garza and Jeff Moses are
Word University at I p.m.
known u the Roof Crew.

Iglesias concert cancelled
University loses an
estim ated $30, 000
Rudy Enriquez

The PAN AMERICAN

Grammy award nominee, Enrique
Iglesias, was scheluded to perform at
the UTPA Fieldhouse in April.
The concert that was to take place on
April 12 was moved to the South
Padre Island convention center Friday
afternoon after negotiations between
Nano Ramirez of Rio Productions and
the Student Activities department did
not develop.
'The director of student activities,

prohibited the selling of tickets and
said that I was taking advantage of the
university in order to make a huge
profit," Ramirez said.
According to Ramirez, the university
would have made more money than he
would have made.
"The university would have made a
ball park figure of around $30,000
from this concert," Ramirez said.
In the event of a sell out concert the
school would have profited $14,000
from ticket sales alone, by receiving
ten percent of that revenue. The univer ity also had rights for a percentage

of T-shirt and concession sales.
"It is true that I would generate profit but the university would have benefited also," Ramirez said.
According to Ramirez, Debbie
Sullivan, Director of Student
Activities, brought forth University of
Texas Board of Regents policy that
stated that there could not be any
activity held on school grounds in colloberation with any outside promotor.
Ramirez said that he had been working with Douglas Duff, Marketing
director of the UTPA Bronc
Foundation, and Gary Gallup, UTPA
Athletic Director since November of
1996 on structuring a contract between
the school and himself. The policy had
not been mentioned at all. Because of
this Ramirez said he was assured the
concert would take place at the

Fieldhouse so tickets and promotion
were made accordingly.
It wasn't until the day before the
tickets were to go on sale that the contract was to be signed.
"Although the policy stated that this
kind of concert would not be possible,
I was willing to negotiate and work
something out," Ramirez said.
Ramirez said that Student activities
were making negotiations impossible
and postponed signing of the contract
until next week.
"I had to make a decision that night,
so I chose to move the show to the
Island," Ramirez said.
Sullivan, Student Activites Director
was not available for comment.
Tickets are still available through
ARV Music, 821 N. 23rd, McAllen.
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NEWS BRIEFS
Study: More Spent On
Building Prisons Than
Colleges
WASHINGTON--More money was spent building new prisons than new
university structures in 1995 for the first year ever, a study re_Jeased by a justice research center showed.The Justice Policy Institute (JPn study said construction funds for higher education dropped $954 million to $2.5 billion
while prison outlays increased $926 million to $2.6 billion in 1995, the most
recent year for which data is available.JP! said corrections and higher education generally are non-mandated funds in state budgets, so state officials
often have to choose whether to fund prison or university construction.
"These findings prove that, in the funding battle between prisons and universities, prisons are consistently coming out on top," Vincent Schiraldi, coauthor of the report and JPI director, said in a statement.
The JPI study also found that from 1987 to 1995, state prison expenditures
rose 30 percent while higher education funding fell 18 percent. It said the
prison population has tripled since the early 1980s, with non-violent prisoners accounting for 84 percent of the growth.JP! said stricter crime policies
are generally 11 unnece sary" and are overcrowding prisons, taking funding
away from education. Universities then have to increase tuitions to offset the
decrease in construction funding.
"Unfortunately, current criminal justice policies are detracting from investment in the youth of rnerica," JPI said. "A more prisons are built to
house low-level nonviolent offenders, more children are denied access to
higher education."
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FDA Calls for "Morning
After" Pills
ROCKVILLE, Md.--The U.S. Food and Drug Administration has invited
drug companies to apply for approval of oral contraceptives as morning-after
pills to prevent pregnancy.The FDA issued a statement today (Monday) saying its experts conclude certain birth control pills when taken in special
doses starting within 72 hours of unprotected sex can be 75 percent effectiye in preventing pregnancy.
The FDA says these regimens have been "widely used" during the last 20
years in hospital emergency rooms, university health centers and other reproductive clinics. However, none of the contraceptives mention this use on
the label instructions.The FDA's invitation, published in the "Federal
Register," calls for drug companies to start a process that could allow them
to include label information about emergency contraception.
The FDA described the invitation a part of its effort to get information
about widespread uses of drugs onto their label .The contraceptives in que tion are regular birth control pills contajning ethinyl estradiol and norgestrel
or levonorgestrel. Studies have identified four regimens that work.The FDA
invitation does not affect the controversial "abortion pill" RU-486. The pill,
not available in the United States, is not used as a regular oral contraceptive
and is used later within 49 days a women's last period.
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It's in the Mail

Parking Permits Computerized
Oscar Gonzalez
The PAN AMERICAN
Long lines and filling in bubbles
on application will no longer be the
norm as the campus police department is set to mail out parking permit beginnin g this ummer.
Students will now be able to get
parking permits when they register
for clas e by phone. Charge will
be made to the student account and
permits will be mailed out 10 working day after the ummer se ion
paymen t is due. This will cut down
on all the traffic in and out of the
police departm ent and at arena registration.
Paula Berkeley, adminis trative
secretary to the campus police, ays
that the new approac h has a per onal touch to it.
"We're registering people, not
vehicles," Berkele y said.
Berkele y expects to mail out
about 300 permits for summer session commut ers. The summer terms
will act as guinea pigs, as Berkeley
hopes to continue the trend into the
fall semester. If the same amount of

parking permits ell next fall as
they did this year, Berkeley look to
end out 8,000 permits.
De pite the large job ahead.
Berkele y says that thi sy tern will
be better for both departm ent and
tudent .
One student doesn't think he'll be
affected by the change.
"It would be better for them," said
Alex Ybarra, nursing major. "To
me i doesn't matter."
Another student thought that the
change i promi ing. "It' usually a
hassle," said Martin Gow, kinesiology major. "You have to pay at the
Paymen t & Collecti ons Office
fir t, and the go to the police
departm ent and pick up the permit."
But there is some caution whether
permits should go to uninsured drivers. "I don't think it's fair becau e
what if you get hit in the parking lot
and nobody can cover for it?" Gow
asked.
For more informa tion call 381-

._...

Anissa Romo shows off her dancing talent as part of Fiesta Hidalgo's
llneup. The UTPA M.ariachi held concerts as part of the event.

4636.

SEnSS club visits San Antonio
Joe Lara

Photo by Joe Lara
The PAN AMERICAN
SEoSS Club members enjoy a luncheon at the Leaderhlp Institute. Pictured are Mara
Aguilar, Rick de la Rosa, Isabel Ayala, Paul Mitchell, David Salazar and Norma Salazar.
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The PAN AMERI CAN

The fourth annual Latino Leadership Institute took place at UT-San Antonio on
Saturday, February 22. Over 18 colleges and universities were represented
including UTPA.
This year's day-long workshop "Beyond Leadership Towards Empowerment,"
focused on enabling minority leaders to be good problem solvers and use their
leadership skills.
UTPA's SEnSS Club, Students Engaged in Sociological Studies, and LASO,
the Latina Student Organization, took part in the day's events. The event began
with an inspirational speech by Phyllis Thompson, Program Coordinator of the
Office of Minority Affairs at UTSA.
The day continued with hands-on activities led by Institute Trainer, Lisa M.
Alonzo, Director of the Student Life at St. Mary's University. Alonzo challenged
the college students with everyday obstacles that are not always full analyzed .
"These activities are not meant to promote violence ," said Alonzo after an emotion-raising simulation of civil injustice.
"The Institute was very helpful in teaching us about ourselves o that in
return we may find ways to help educate others," Veronica Buentello, vice-president of LASO, said. Both LASO and SEnSS took advantage of the educational
opportunities that the Institute had to offer and look forward to attending next
year's gathering.
The Institute is designed to encourage minority tudents to excel and
become tomorrow 's leaders in their communities. Students were also given activity curriculum so that they may reproduce this type of workshop on their campuses.

Q - Would you start a fitness program?

Yes. I would, but I
would do It for myself
not for him.

Yes. Being physically
fit Is Important to
both of us because It
keeps you healthy.

Yes. Because I want
about me, he wouldn't her to be able to say,
"That's my manl" I
care how I look.
also want other people to be Impressed

No. If he really cares

Yea. I really llke her
and I myself want to
look good and be
happy.

with her boyfriend.

Enrique Castillo
English, Freshman

Monica Garza
Junior

Lucy Leal
Kinesiology,Sophomore

Dina Puente
Nursing, Freshman

Joey Sliva
Communication, Senior

By Raquel Espinoza
The Pan American

Intel is Coming to
University of Texas - Pan American!
Intel Corporation is the world's largest semiconductor manufacturer and a
leading supplier of microcomputer components, boards, systems and software.

Intel Open House
(meet with recruiters one-on-one informally and sien up fo r campus interviews)
Dress: ~ casual ("come as you are")
Wednesday, March 5, 1997.
5:00 pm to 8:00 pm in the New Engineering Building Auditorium
(NOT a formal presentation : just drop by anytime during these hours and submit your resume)

GAMES

\':>~~
Modem

Intel Interviews
Thursday, March 6, 1997.
8:00 am to 5:00 pm in the Placement Office.
(by invitation only from our Open House on March 5.
>>> Please bring TWO copies of your resume and an unofficial student transcript <<<

WE ARE SEEKING BS, MS, and PhD STIIDENTS IN THE FOLLOWING DISCIPLINES :
• Electrical Engineering
• Mechanical Engineering
• Manufacturing Engineering

• Computer Science
• CIS
• Business

• Industrial Engineering
• Applied and Engineering Physics
• Environmental and Safety Engineering

STUDENTS INTERESTED IN A CAMPUS INTERVIEW OR EMPLOYMENT WITH INTEL MAY:
►
►

...,,

Submit resumes to UTPA Placement Office (SSB, Room 147).
Submit resumes to Intel recruiters at the Intel Open House on March 5, 1997.

Intel Corporatttm i.< an equal 11pportun1ty emplo1•er andfulll' support.< affirmat1>e ac1,on prac11ct!!I.
Intel also fllpports a drug-free " 'orkplace and requires tl,at all offers of employment be contingent on sa11sfac1ory pre-employment drug te. t result.<
{nlel -'Uk< to lure/., ..\'. Cr/1:eiu, Permanent Re.<rde111s. I.fr lees, Refugees, and f emp11ran Re.,·rdents. Wew11/ cmurder \IS- and Pl,D-l."·.:/fore,,:n na/11,na/ <·andrdate., wlrere rhert' 1.1 a
demon /rated ,lrortag,-,,f qua/rfied C:.S. cand1da1es.
I

1

•

tt., "t
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Engineering students
present
high tech projects
Norma Castillo
The Pan American
Thirteen undergraduate
students in science and engineering presented re earch
results at a conference
Saturday. Projects included
de ign to increa e fiber
optic communication and
object oriented robotics.
The tudent are all participant in the Alliance for
Minority Participation
Student Research Program
The Alliance is a cooperative agreement funded by
the National Science
Foundation with groups of
univer itie and colleges.
UTPA has participated in
the Alliance as part of the
Texa System since 1992.
The Alliance's main objec-
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Photos by Norma Castillo
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Marcelo Paredes gave the
audience an analyls of
earned run averages In
major league pitching.

tive i to graduate 50,000
tudents around the country
in cience, engineering and
mathematic by the year
2000. In order to achieve
the e objective one of the
Alliance's main program
was to create incentive for
undergraduate SEM major
to participate in re earch
project .
''Thi conference i a great
opportunity for the e tudents to exhibit th~ir talent
in the e field ," aid Dr.
Miguel Parede , A ociate
Profe or of Mathematic .
Students participating
compile re earch with the
guidance of a mentor.
Mentors are faculty members in engineering, math,
education, physics and geology and computer cience.

This group of students took part In the engineering
conference Saturday. Pictured are (bottom, left to
right): Esequlel Garcia, Luella Vera, Marcelo
Paredes and Carlos Salguero. Top (left to right):
Venancio Garcia, James Mendoza, Lee Roltberg and
Hector Rodriguez.

UTPA & STCC STUDENTS

CELEBRATE SATURDAY WITH US!
ALSO, YOU CAN'T MISS THE FAMOUS

!JfQ"f ~ !J}.Y cttr ~ ce,tr't~~'t

FOR CASH & PRIZES
$1 BUD ICE (NOON TILL 2 AM) FREE VIDEO GAMES TILL 11 PM

0Rlf\NIZf\ Tl0NS
Tl\f\ T s•PP0RT
I\S Sf\ T•R~f\~ NITE

ALPA KAPPA PSI (AKY)
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSO. (AMA)
75¢ DRAFT AND WELL DRINKS NOON TILL 2 AM NO COVER WITH ANY COLLEGE ID AM. S. MECHANICAL ENGINEERS (ASME)
ST. SO. MANUF. ENGINEERS (SSME)
$1 BUD ICE (NOON TILL 2 AM) GREATEST HITS OF SO'S AND DISCO
I TAP A KEO (ITK)
IN PUB & GRILL ROOM WITH CONTEST
~~ JO)~ 0~~
LASO (LASO)
~~ ~~ ~ ~~~ ~~ AT 12 MIDNIGHT.
GAMBLING GILD (GG)
SENSS
ilfl@ tml~~Jili&
FREE
IN COWBOY PIT

Jl 'l

rjl[!.t!)l ~1]~1t
Screwdrivers, Sa tv Dogs, equtta S~nrise, om ollins, Cuba Libre,
Whiskev Sour, Bloodv Marv and Scotch·& Soda
~~

bdinburg
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- - - - - - - - - Financial aid meets technology
.
"Now the students are
Cindy Gonzalez-Ray
able to input their own
The PAN AMERICAN data and have a response

Exit long lines and
enter technology.
Financing your education has changed from a
long and tedious chore to
a rapid process. The
Department of Education
provided software to college financial aid offices
to speed-up the application proces by eliminating unnecessary paperwork and shortening
re pon e time.
The availability of the
electronic application
process began in
November 1995.
"Each year the office
receive 15,000 applications and each application ha 50 to 60 questions," said Arnold Trejo,
director of financial aid.
"We would input the
data for the student and
the tudent would wait
for a response for four to
six weeks."

Lars Hohmuth, Wofram Research staff, shows math major Luz
Alicia Resendez the Interactive computer display aboard the
Mathemalica 3.0 Tour.

rr:

m ir OJ

in three to five days," •
said Trejo.
"I haven't heard about
the workshop. I've seen
one or two flyers, but
they didn't tell me what
the program is about,"
said Kristina Olivarez,
freshman. Senior Gracie
Gonzalez agreed.
"If I would have
known about the program, I would have used
it," aid Gonzalez.
The workshop personenl will review the students' financial aid application, after the application i approved the student will enter the data.
The program is easy to
follow and the entire
process can be completed in an hour. Seniors
planning to continue in a
graduate program can
also use the program.
A second use for the
computers will be to

...____.m ,

1

~

c9mmunicate with students via e-mail. "We
spent $22,000 on postal
expense last year.
Communicating with
students through e-mail
will enable us to cut cost
and provide faster service to our customers,"
said Trejo. There will be
a certain amount of traditional mail going out,
because availability of
computers to students is
limited.
The department is also
working on plans to provide a scholarship search
databa e for any student
wanting to find monies
for school. The computers will also be able to
have a work-study bulleting, on-line pre-loan
counseling and exit
counseling. For further
information you can contact Financial Aid
through their web site http//w3.panam.edu/~fin
aid or in the traditional
method at 381-2501.

m,r

DIIUBDA\LOBOD~ 'iJt':Z:_
Fridav - Sat. &
Sun.
March 7, 8, 9
Carnival
Rides
Food
Games
• Music
• Arts & Crafts

---

ffi}fflj)ffl!mJl[lm!lf[181f
.

·

(3ollow the signs off T~ano Road]
ffida!go TI

843-2734
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Students help professor send books

Feeding hungry minds
Jeff Owens
. The PAN AMERICAN
The Renaissance Project sent 5,000 modem textbooks to the University of
Ibadan, l'figeria 'on Tuesday in an effort to promote global education.
Dr. William Strong, associate professor of Communications and founder of
the project, realized the need while completing a year of teaching as a cholar in
Ibadan.
When Dr. Strong returned to UTPA in 1994, he started organizing the project.
He contacted faculty at UTPA and other universities around the country.
"I didn't expect to get such
widespread support across the
country," Strong said.
The Renaissance Project solicits
modem textbooks and theoretical works that have genuine
value within their disciplines.
The objective of the project is to
renew the departmental libraries
of universities in developing
countries.
Shipments of books have been
received from Texas A & M, the
University of Texas,
Clemson University, Boston
i:..a.....;a_--.....:..::;, ..L.,1...University, the University of
Dr. William Strong continues to collect books
Michigan and Oregon State
and funds. The Renaissance project has already
made smaller shipments of textbooks to univer- Univer ity.
"Our own faculty donated about
sities In China, Russia and Nlegeria.

Photos by Jeff Owens

The PAN AMERICAN
Students from Dr. Strong's Advanced Persuasion class helped collect and pack up
books.

1,400 new books," Strong said. Students in his persua ive communication class
went out and personally visited with professors on campus.
Shell Nigeria, a sub idiary of Shell Oil Corporation, agreed to pay the $20,000
shipping cost. Mercke Pharmaceutical donated 2,000 copies of their geriatric medicine manuals. Dr. Strong is sending 500 of the medicine guides to Ibadan.
"Without the corporate support this shipment would not be financially possible,"
said Dr. Strong.
The Renais ance Project has previously sent smaller hipments to China, Russia
and Nigeria.
The project con~inues its dedicated commitment to feeding hungry minds as it
collects and ships college text to university libraries around the world.
Anyone who would like to donate textbooks can contact Dr. Strong in the
Communications Department, 381 -3583.
.
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OH, BOY!
I JUST WON'T SAY
ANYTHING?!

lCALL Y CORRECT IN ·
~ O .M.A"1'-f (P. \-\oW Ab'IIA"1C.t:'t>
45th year - No. 22
University of Texas - Pan American
1201 West University, CAS 170
Edinburg, TX 78539
(210) 381-2541 fax (210) 316-7122
PAN_AMERICAN@panam.edu
World Wide Web Electronic Edition:
http://www.panam.edu/dept/panamerican
Interim Editor - Norma Castillo
News Editor - Rudy Enriquez
Lifestyle Editor - Mark Milam

Faculty Adviser - Bob Rollins
Advertising Manager - Bill Edson
Secretary - Juanita Sanchez

Staff: Reina Martinez, David Salinas, Gustavo Fonseca Olivares, Jimmy
Garcia, Rita Castro, Issac Gomez, Josue Gonzalez and Joe Lara.
The Pan American is an official publication of The University of Texas-Pan
American. It is produced in the Communication Department and published
each Thursday, except during examination periods, vacations and holidays.
Views presented are those of the writers and do not necessarily reflect those '
the university administration. Subscriptions are $8 per year or $4 per semester.
JI Letter to the Editor are welcome; however, please limit length to 200
words. Include your name, addre s and phone number on all letters. No anonymou l~tters will be printed. Letters printed will be on a pace-available basis.
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'Political correctness' ruins our diversity
to'::::U~.:nai:'w~ :n':::S: Pointing Fingers : =:::v!mer:r~~~~0:-!:'1
1

pass an exam, and earn a degree. It is expected that
who was going to tattle on you or the professor. It
you wru 1eam about life. about yourself, and about
-Mark M. Milamwas a challenge to make yourself beard. and convince
odaeta who are around you. In tbis process. you should .___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___, those around you•.• people who most of the time did
expect m • faced with the dift'aent perspective of o1bers and allowed insight to not agree widl anything I bad to say.
~ 1bat you are not originally aware of.
It was a grand time. yet those days are gone.
l b , ~ these settings, • student mu.st bo y.iJling and ready to hear and
I would like to paraphrase the great Voltaire, who once said something to the
• ~ dltlt they might not understand, QI' agaa widL ~ iacludes everyeifect of, "I may not agree with everything you have to say... but I will defend
~lmnpeeplo' ~ - , to their~ to tt,e,ir sJay to day actions arouncl
to &be death your right to say it." Amen.
If you believe in 1bat quote, pemaps tbelc is hope for you, at least you are still
~ , . _ t y p e $ o f ~ and penioaal cballenges are slowly
showing the strands of freewill, and bits of independent thought. Because look
~ - of the col1ep atmosphere. In tbeso fONIDS-for diversity, opposi- around you, not too many people would stand up for your right to not only
tioD;
which we call higher edu.cat'ion, we are dampitig down on the
speak but to say whatever you want - Be it hateful, controversial, racist, sexist,
basic llOtions of .iDdividualism and personal freedom all in the name of what baa or just plain stupid!.
In a nation that preaches diversity as one of its outreaching themes we are
been termed, 'political correctness.•
Yes, you know about 'political correctness' because it is all around you.
sure trying hard through 'political correctness' and peer/ social pressure to
People make jokes about it every day, ♦-ob, that's not p.c." and we laugh
make everyone conform and be the same - t.alk, think, work, live just like we
because we dunk it is funny but what is 89ing on in this country, and especially were cast from the same broken mold. Most people are okay, but sorry people -

y•

and-,.

on the campuses throughout this nation is exttemely distuming to me.
When students and professors are being booted out of school, reprimanded, or
suspended for activities deemecl offensive against the code of 'political correctness' that is wrong. For people of strong conviction this is not a barrier in their
road of expression or a weak point in their fight ·- yet for those, like most of
you, who are out there on the edge, they are the ones it hurts. Unwilling to
speak out under the fear of persecution or isolation. these people are thrown into
a spiral in which they are lost, silenced, and manipulated by those in the majority who are full-on 'p.c.'
I probably have been in school too long if I can think back before the 'political correctness' haze covered our universities. School, and namely the classroom. was a wide open avenue of learning, diversity, and opposition of opinions. It was a setting that made the students think, react, and reflect on who they

I don't want to be like you! Just like you probably would not want to fill my
bead or shoes!
•Political correctness' is just another way of saying 'polite censorship' and we
need to teeognu.c that it is formulated as such. It may be to late to reverse the
trend of 'p.c.' in society but we, as participants in higher education, should be
expected to rise above its effects when we venture on a campus and sit in a
classroom. We are here to challenge ourselves, to discover what we and everyone else is about, to learn to survive as an individual within society... How can
that be achieved if society has formed an unwritten yet fully implemented code
of correctness ? Only through the efforts of people challenging that notion by
being who they are, and that is accomplished slowly by saying. thinking, and
being whatever you believe.

Doors

a~te:m NOW OPEN!
Wednesday

Thursday

Country

Variety

Doors
Open
at 7 pm

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Tejano
Country

Tejano
Country

Tejano
Country
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Ca mp us electiOns
scheduled for March
Pedro Torres

The information provided by each candidate
in the packet will serve another function.
"The information provided will allow u to
create a brochure which would have informaThe Univer ity of Texas Pan-American will
tion on the candidates prior to the elections,"
hold its 1997 campus elections Tuesday and
aid Rosales, who reminds students about the
Wednesday, March 25-26. Students who are
importance of these elections.
interested in running for a position may pick up
According to Ro ales, the elections provide,
a candidacy application at UC 305.
"a voice for the students on campus." "If parStudents are encouraged to take part on these ticipation is small, it will be a small voice,"
elections both as candidates and as voters.
said Rosales.
Sandra Rosales, Coordinator of Student
Various positions are available for this
Development, says that there are various posiyear's elections, including resident and vice
tions for which students can apply in this
president for Student Government Association,
year's elections.
president and vice president for University
"Every student interested in applying for a
Program Board, as well as positions on the
candidacy will receive an information packet,
Student Publications Committee and the
which is filled with useful information,"
Students Rights Committee.
Rosales said,
Voting booths will be located in the
This packet includes information on a candiCommunication, Liberal Art , library, universidate's qualifications, election rule , and an elec- ty dorms, and Engineering buildings. Voting
tion expense form . Also included in the packwill take place Tuesday and Wednesday, April
et is a platform sheet, which allow the voter
25 and 26. Voting count will tart on
to know more about the candidates. According Wednesday and results will be announced on
to Ro ales, the platform sheet will help the vot- Thur day. For information regarding candidacy
ers have more information on where each canor the election , contact Sandra Rosales or Pat
didate stands on a particular issue or what are
Zarate at 381-3676 or 381-2260.
their goals to follow when elected.

The PAN AMERIC AN

Mike Garcia and Lisa Zamora listen to the motivational
speaker at the Baptist Student Ministry's revival.

•

S-1>:t;1iN:G -.~fl-J"A:I(;
!E:~·C-IJ:1.s.1,0·:N:
9°o cpue!lto C\JaQQa!lta via
»acatecag and guada~a1a1ta
March 8th throug h 14th
7 days, 6 nights

$iJ~~ ~@mlbll@

AK'S SPORTS PUB

Flamingo Plau • 1700 North 10th, Suite K • McAllen, Texas 78501

(210) 618-4611

Billiards • Big Screen TV • Darts
WED NESD AY NITE S
DART 8c POOL TOUR NAME NT

Live Entertainment
Every Weekend

®~~m]J)IDID~W

A
-'f!!/

(Includes Chart ered bus and Hotel)
ifll@J©W

Call Dr. Bill Strong, 316-1646
(This excursion is not affiliated with UTPA. It is privately
organized and opened to everyone)

@~l?M©IJ'W ~@

Double Vision

©ilMir@J©W IMl©ir@lru 'il

Double Vision
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Th,., t ,me ,uP · vr c hdnged mol"e than his haiL

EL BOSQUE APART,IE\TS

1609 West Schunior, Edinburg
Wouldn't You Drive Only 8 Miles To Get
A Lower Rent?
We Bet You Would!
Lots of Our Residents Dot
• Small Pets Welcome
• Only 15 minutes from the
• Plenty of Parking
Heart of McAllen
• Spacious 1, 2, 3, Bedrooms • Close to Everything:
Floor Plans
UTPA, Business &
• Two Swimming Pools
• Caring On-Site Management Medical Facilities, &
• 24 Hour Maintena~ce Service Shopping

Beginning This marc:: h
In Superman •1 ZJ1
and Continuing In ,
The Adventures
of Superman.
Action Comics .

Superman ,
The ITT•n of St.eel.
and
Superman ,
The man of Tomorrow .

~

Spacious Floorplans w/Designer Interiors
at Surprisingly Affordable Rates!

383-8382
GALLERY ·
UTPA's campus literary magazine

is accepting submissions
of poetry, prose, photos and art.
(Poetry and prose can be submitted

Quebec City, Canada
July 1- Auaust 8, 1997
Toe Center for International Studies is announcing the SumMO' l1t Ctuiada program
- Intensive French Language courses offered by the Laval University. Quebec City.
Canada. The Laval University is North America ' s oldest French lanauage university
aad is rccogniud as one of the "?Ost important postsec:ondary institutions in Canada.

Summer 111 Canodll offers French courses in elementary. intermediate, aad
advanced levels. Sue (6) credit hours are transferable. Students can take advantage
of the small class size, interesting cultural activities , and the opportunities of living
with French spealcin& families.

Co,_ ondjoin t/u prozraM wUli otltu StlldelllS t1'1s Su-tr!

Center for International Studies
Room 104, Liberal Arts, UTPA
Phone: 210-381-3572

in Spanish.)
Prizes of $250
will be awarded.
Submissions forms
in CAS 266
For information:
381-3628
DEADLINE: MARCH 7

.'

l
The Pan American

!iophornore liabrlel Ochoa and Fre■hrnan
Bobby Arellano fight for the boxing title.

The 30 ft. rock wall clirnb proved no
obstacle for Horner !iegovia.

!ienior Rafael
Mendez took advantage of all the health
and fitne•• Information offered at the
event.

50/!I!. ~jft
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HALLENGE

6arza Peft) goe■ for a block from 6u ■
!iando\/al (right) a ■ they balance the 61adiator
Chrl ■

.Jou ■t.

!iophomo re Fablola Lopez
the Velcro Wall.

Photos by

Reina Martinez
and
Jimmy Garcia
The PAN AMERICAN
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Repro uctive Services
•~ Et ~~!em!?i!~.~.~~!;~!~•WIDE 613
SESAME DRIVE WEST · HARLINGEN
area only with Ten dollar minimum Monday through Saturday 8 am to 2 pm

~

~.

FEBRUARY
'S PECIAL

YOU'LL LOVE 'EM . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .

[31]00Y{

10¾ DISCOUNT
to all students,
staff and facultv.

Must preserlt
UTPAI.D.

wm~ [P[!J:.l'i]]

ONLY

Beef Guisado, Sp_anish Rice, Ranchero Beans.~ c;,) 0..(eYe\
Salad, 2 Flour Tortillas, & 16oz. soft drink. ~ ~""' '</<.ti
HANDMADE FLOUR TORTILLAS, HOMEMADE RECIPES MADE FRESH ON
PREMISES DAILY. OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M.·SUNDAY 9:00 A.M. FOR FASTER
SERVICE CALL AHEAD. C~~CIX !.OC&n. IJ®1i1WIOO
~

In association with Adoption Affiliates
Provi ing c oices in Repro uctive Hea t Care
Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
Morning After Treatment
Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Education Programs • Adoptive Services
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
(210) 428-6242 or (210) 428-6243
Valley: 1-800-464-1017 Mexico: 95-800-010-1287
Licensed by the Texas Department of Heahh

'U'T-'Pan ~mericao 1997

©~~f?@~ ~~~©1rcr@~~

,Sbt~t!.lll q"ot?:1111Ht!.lll .,4.ss"elall"" appli.eall"IIS 6" .. 1,/,(!.
;,sq,,4 UJHIHUllll'f ,St!.JCDlU ,Sel,"la.-slilp#-($250) I," 6t!.

Tuesday & Wednesday. March 25-26

a,oa,.~"-~ 1," a slu~t!.11l ua~t!.,. "'"" ls '""""'"-~ ,oll/i 6"1,/i 1,/,"eampus a11~ 066-Campus ummu11ll'f·

9:00 am, Tuesdays, February 25, UC 305
Filling Deadline: 4:00 pm Monday, March 17

Candidate Applications Available Startin&;
Position Available:

Requirements

Sn.IDJBNT G O V ~ ASSOCJIATlIO

• 2.5 GPA or above
• Campus and Off-Campus Community Involvement
• Open to all classifications

President & Vice President
Student Senators
lUN1IVIB]R 1ITY lPROGillAM IBOAII'ID

Restrictions
• Student Government Association members (electied or
appointed) or immediate relatives not eligible.

President & Wee President
Directorate M~r at Large

Sn.IDJBNT lPlUBILJCCATJIO S OOMMll'mBB
2 positions
Pick up application in UC 305
or UC 322. Applications must
be submitted by 4 pm Friday,
March 7, 1997 to UC 305, Call
381-2659 or 381-2517 for
more information.

1 , , • 1 •• • • • • • • • 1 •• ._. 1.a • • ••• •.,..• ••-•T•·.-r•

-•-.-.T•:a·~·•·.-........-: •"'a·.-c,r1--n•-•·n·•-r&. . ~•·JAL, -.......v

TU]D)mff RltOIHITS COMMilr1r1rJBlB
1 position
CALL 381-2659 FOR INFORMATION
Your Student Service Fees at Work!

------ ------·

-·---------·-----·--·-·······---------·-·--.. -............. ··--.._ _____
.,. .
··-- ,,. ..... .., .................... -.... _,. ·--..........

....--..-w..·.r,,;v.••,r.Nfl'.;w-.t1J..,,.-.,,1,1.1r,1-,,. "lrl'S:II

•sr,a•,~ f'Y-'f • • . , • • • --••• • ..,.......,....• , .•

,._

.- •

-- ........ --. __..,..,,,.L
------ .. ·•
•., .........,..

·~. - , ,............,.~............

Misc.
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Cross Word Madness
ACROSS
1 Make pulpy
5 Beam of light
10 Prejudice
14 Spread for
bread
15 Asian peninsula
16 Best or Ferber
17 Fiddling despot
18 Signed
19 Long, long time
20 Pedants
22 Procession
24 Wash against
25 Treat with TLC
26 Hurt
29 Pleats

30 Chambers
31
32
35
36
37
38
39

- Earl Carter
Craze
Quantity of food
Ribs
Palnful spot
Beery drink

Religious
pa"1)hlet

40 Small cord
41 !tty-bitty
42 Maker of
garments
43 Dishes
45 Switch position
46 Polished
47 Breaks into
pieces
52 Yearn
53 Numskull
55 "Essays of-"
56 Q.T. name
57 Push a little
58 Sluggish
59 Heredity factor
60 Web-looted
birds
61 Makes lace
DOWN

01998 T - SoMces, Inc.
Allrts,111 rneMKI.

10 Goatees
11
12
13
21
23
25
26
27
28
29
31

1 -Lisa
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Actor Baldwin
Animal fluids
Thugs
Meager
Sharpen
Clumsy boats
Professional
charge
9 Pollywogs

3 1S 3 3 o• 3 N 3 0
■ :1 o on N• , ii II y
3 ■ .l o 1l a
0 N 0 ,
S II 3 .l .l v l H l s • 0 3 N I H S
,o s 3 .l y , d ■
II O 1 I y .L • A N 3 3 .L •
, y
3 N I M .l - .l::, y II . l - 3 -■
3 II 0 S •
s 3 N 0 II ■ s S 3 n
0 0 II
av
S 3 l'IY r ■
s "
S 0 1 0 ,t ■ A II n r N I
y
,
3
,
I
d
o a O:J 3 a y II yd ■ s 3 Ill a a y::, y
N 0 3 y ■ o 3 )I N I ■ 0 11 3 N
y N 0 3 ■ Y3110)1 ■ 0310
s y I 8 ■ .l;tY._!!S ■ HSYn l
s .l y .l •

MO

32
33
34

36
37
39
40
41

Perfect
Battery terminal
Healthy upstairs
Cup handles
Says further
Celestial body
• - La Douce"
Mr. Coward
SanNot at all plain
Crawford and
Blondell
Thwart
Florence's river
Doe
Ancestry
Most fleet
Head: Fr.
Wilson's
predecessor
Snar1

y

, s

I ,

-"
,-. .

42 Precisely
43 Fearful one ,
suff.
44 Flaxen fabric
46 Dross
47 Facel

,.

•••

48 Farm denizens
49 Singer
Fitzgerald
50 Wild disturbance
51 Old sayings
54 Payable

nae Pan American
CAS 170
1201 W. University Or. Edinburg. TX 78539
DEADLINE: Noon Friday
(Insert wording in spaces below)

GREandLSAT
Preparation courses.
Classes forming
now! Private tutoring
available.
210-381-3573.

ALASKA SUMMER
Employment.
Fishing Industry. Leam how
studems can make up to
$2,850/mo. + benefits (room &
board/transportation). Call
800-207-5365 Ext.A58631 .(We
are a research & publishi ng
company)

THIS SPACE
AVAILABLE
FOR YOUR
CLASSIFIED AD
CAS 170
Deadline Noon
Friday
WANTED
Art, Prose, Photos, and
Poetry. Submit to
CAS266

REWARD
$250 in cashPrizes.Deadline
M arch 7, 1 997

Gallery Magazine '97.

Waitress needed.
Austin St Inn. Apply
Monday - Friday.

9 -5 p.m.
1110 Austin St.
McAllen, Tx
• Apply In person.

TASP/TOEFL
/ACT/SAT
Preparation courses.
Classes forming now!
Private tutoring available.
210-381 -3573.

February rT, 1997
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AY

8 '.fcl,~Qa~~
TOD AY

Seventh annual
Mexican Literature and Film Festival.
Room 351 CAS building.

Bronc baseball vs. Western
Kentucky (2 games) 4 p.m. Jody
Ramsey stadium.

6ATLJQDAY Women's
basketball vs. Louisiana Tech. 7:30
p.m. UTPA Fieldhouse.

8 Bronc baseball vs. Western
Kentucky 1 p.m. Jody Ramsey stadium.

·TOD AY Summer class schedule
available.
T ONlc;'.lJT through Sunday.
Play. Fuente Olvejuna 8 p.m. at the
University Theatre. Sunday matinee at
2p.m.
fQID A Y UTPA Folkloric
Dance with UTPA Mariachi at 7 p.m.
in Fine Arts Auditorium.
f R..ID A Y Bronc baseball vs.
Incarnate Word University 2 p.m. Jody
Ramsey stadium

6ATLJQD A Y Deadline for
3-year ROTC scholarship applications.Apply at Southwick Hall Room
207.

Mariachi concert at 2 p.m. in Fine Arts
Auditorium.

9 Alumni concert at 3 p.m. in Fine
Arts Auditorium.

IO - I5

TLJb.6D AY Wellness screening for faculty and staff 7 - 9 a.m. in
Bronc room of University Center.

TUb.6D AY Career Day '97
9 am. to 3 p.m. at the lITPA Fieldhouse,
sponsored by the Office of Placement,
Testing and Cooperative Education.

7

7 - 7

I
2 Mandatory academic advisement by student's department
major adviser for summer and fall
classes.

2 4 Phone registration for Summer
and Fall sessions begins and lasts
through June 27.

25

UTPA Band concert at 8 p.m.
in Fine Arts Auditorium.

9

2 Percussion Ens~mble concert
at 8 p.m. in Fine Arts Auditorium.

Deadline to submit poetry, prose
and ·art to Gallery magazine in CAS
266. For info: 381-3638.

I Men and Women's Chorus concert at 8 p.m. in FC 102 Recital Hall.
I Deadline for 2-year ROTC and
National Guard scholarship applications. Apply at Southwick Hall Room
207.

Spring break. No

classes.
TUb.6D A Y UTPA Choir
concert at 8 p.m. in Fine Arts
Auditorium.

6 Fall class schedule available.
6ATUR..DAYUTPA

7

6ATLJQD
Bronc baseball vs. Incarnate Word University (2
games) 1 p.ill. Jody Ramsey stadium.

3 0 Munn's studio recital at 3 p.rn.
in FC 103 Recital Hall.

I Gamma Beta Phi election of officers Noon LA 111.

6 Faculty Chamber Music recital at
3 p.m. in FC 103 Recital Hall.

8 Senior recital George Michael,
saxophone at 8 p.m. in Recital Hall FC
103.
I O Military Day at UTPA will
feature a helicopter and other military
equipment at the Science Quad.

I2

Guest artist, 17-year-old
Angela Chen at 3 p.m. in Recital Hall
FC 103.

e
· is looking for an EDITOR
to complete the Spring Semester
Issues of the Cainpus N e-wspaper
Criteria:
• Student must be enrolled in at least 3 semester hours.
• Must be in good standing (not on academic or _disciplinary probation)
• Must have a 2.5 GPA
Proficiency in Quark Xpress, MacWrite Pro, Freehand, Photoshop, Writing, Editing, and photography preferred.
Applications are available in CAS 170

For info: 381-2541

Deadline for applying is Noon, Friday, February 28
(!l
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Anna Silva, Melissa
Dearth and Michelle
Dearth served hot
dogs and chips to students attending the
Student Baptist
Ministry Revival.

Photo by Raquel Esp111oza
The PAN AMERICAN

CENTURY
Course Description

Hours

Provide Plasma to earn extra
cash and save lives.

7 days a week
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Requirements

Prerequsite

Age: 18 to 69
Weight: 11 0 lbs. min
Good Health
Student 1.0.
No history of Hepatitus

1)Need extra
income.
2)Willingness to
provide a product
that others need
3)Knowledge that

Expected Result

you can not get
AIDS from giving
plasma.

Extra money(up to $100 in 2
wks) Good grades & the
satisfaction of knowing you
have provided a product that
might help save a life.

Wireless Mobile Communications
From H:00 l~'.\I. Till Midnil-{ht

~

Late
Night
Copies
~ - ~---- Just Bring In
This Coupon for

,- - - - - -- ------ . --- ---,

:Self Serve Copies :

Time

~ 11 •reg.White Bond :
:, 31}2 "Id" 8.5"
CouponExplresS/31/97 ,
- -- - - - - - •---' - -- - - -Copies
Binding
Color

Approximately
2 hours a week.

-·

FIRST DONATION - $20 WHh student J
I. D. Up to $100 In just two weeksr ~
Bring your books to Alpha Plasma
and study while donating. It's like
being paid to study!

ALPHA PLASMA CENTER

I

I

I
I
I

I
I

IBM & • Desktop Publishing
Ph (210)668-9600 • fax (210)668-7818
413 l N l 0lh SI • Northcross Center
McAllen, TX 78504

PART TIME
OPPORTUNITY
EARN UPTO

@®_®@ A MONTH
You can join an excitin~ team where success i achieved by:

YoUJUr Owml ~ffort~
Y(O)UJUr (0)wmi ~om.mmmmeima
Y(O)UJUr (O)WJm. stilllls
YoUJUr (O)WJm. lhoUJUrs
The Service of the Century®
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Opportuntties available
throughout the Rio Grande
Valley.

Call Barbara Avila
Office (210) 686-2355
Fax (210) 687-9010

l jfe Styles
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LaSO raises awareness for women
Rita Castro

THE PAN AMERICAN

"Justice for all," the final word in the Pledge of Allegiance. Students in
chool are led to believe that "ju tice for all" refer to all men and women,
black and white, old and young and rich and poor. It ha not been the ca e
in our nation' hi tory. It is because of thi that citizens of the United State
have needed outspoken group . Many time we it back and watch the e
group struggle, endure ridicule and at time become outcast . Yet it i
through their determination to make the word "ju tice for all" be true that
important change come about.
Mari ol Buentello, Senior in History and President of Latina Student
Organization (LaSO) discus ed the organization ' ideas, goals and the
importance of monitoring events on campu . LaSO' philo ophy is that
through education, women can be empowered, united, and better informed
on issues concerning women. Its empha is on Mexican American women.
The organization tries to reach out to educate through lecture the i ues
that involve di crimination and racism. Buentello believes that in unifying
our elves we meet and exchange idea . "In meeting we bring out those
things that are going on," she said.

~

i

1i'

I

Marisol Buentello, Senior, serves as President of the LaUna
Student OrganlzaUon (LaSO) which she started In the summer of
1996 to address the Issues faclog women on the UTPA campus.

LaSO

speaks out against such issues as sexual harassment. LaSO was ucces ful
at formulating a new sexual haras ment policy. "The previou policy said
that sexual harassment was not condoned." It was vague and needed to be
rewritten and LaSO sought to change the wording. "Mo t students don't
even know that there is a sexual compliance office."
"LaSO always goes in with a plan to discu~s the issues that concern them.
We sit and discuss what needs to be discussed." Buentello adds that they
always try to cover the bases. "When you're dealing with administration, if
you have a flaw, they will close the door," she says. ''They will open the
door, if they know what we're doing."
Buentello says that LaSO is trying to get a memorial garden for Dr. Irene
Ledesma who recently died. Dr. Ledesma was active on the issues that concerned women on campus. Buentello says that not long before she died, Dr.
Ledesma had accompanied the group to protest against the UTPA campus
paper's insensitivity on issues that concern women.
According to Buentello, the Pan American newspaper is not addressing
issues that concern women. "It needs to be oriented towards the students on
campus," she said.
"Why don' t we have adequate parking space? Why isn't more information on women and the role of the woman in professions taught by professors?" he said. Buentello believes that students need to be aware of such

Or. Cruz Torres, one LaSO's advisors, and Norma Salazar, co-founder
of LaSO are both active In the group and Its philosophy.

issues.
Norma Salazar and Buentello started the Latina Student Organization in
the um.mer of 1996. ''Three of the best Chicana women at UTPA are Dr.
Cruz Torres, Sociology, Professor Juanita Garza, History, and the late Dr.
Irene Lede ma." Buentello said, that these professors are socially conscious
of the way women have been treated in history. She adds that women tend
to be forgotten by professors on campus when they lecture.
Buentello ays that he and Salazar formed LaSO because they attended ·
lectures by profe sor at UTPA and they ob erved that women' issue were
not mentioned. "Women are not getting the job . They are also not paid for
the many job they do," Buentello aid. It was becau e of this that Salazar
and Buentello have formed the organization. It platform include forming
the i ue and informing the tudents.
"LaSO i concerned with violence, lack of women repre entation, and
lack of attention on women' is ues," ays Dr. Cruz Torre , Sociology
Profe or and one of LaSO's advi ors. Torre adds that not everyone is
comfortable with the i sue or the approach that LaSO take . ''The e young
ladie bring i sue to the forefront. Everyone will accrue the benefits from
what they do," he add that the rest of us are 'free riders.' Torre guides
the member of LaSO in their efforts to make people aware of problems
that insult and outrage them.
Norma Salazar, Student As istant, says "In numbers there is strength.
LaSO is able to get prompt re ponse when it unites and works with other
groups."
"Students choo e advisors who have the same interest," says M . Juanita
Elizondo Garza, History Professor. "I am interested in Hispanic issues and
they chose me to be their advisor. LaSO is an organization that can how
support for the majority of tudents at UTPA." Garza ays that over 60% of
the population are Hispanic women. She goes on to say that not enough
Hi panic profe or and instructors are on campus to serve as role models.
''The majority are white." She does not seem to think that they are concerned with i sue that concern females. "It is important to help student
females. We are moving towards a society where women are the majority of
workers and leaders. If we don't give women role models, we are failing in
that capacity." Garza is uncomfortable with the way some of the male professors treat Hispanic students. She says that one made a comment to her
that the problem with UTPA was "It has too many Hispanics."
Garza is concerned that students get professors that aren't even doing the
job of teaching. It is too much to expect that they address issues of concern
to women.
Change is difficult at UTPA. Many times it is a struggle for everyone. Yet
members of LaSO, their advisors and supporters stand tall and proud
because they put forth the effort. We have only to look back at history and it
shows that change doesn't come about easily. The efforts of bold and daring
individuals can grow and create awareness on issues that concern everyone.
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Around Campus ...
UTPA Choir to perform on campus
Poetry reading held today at CAS
Today poets from the border area will ~ead
their poetry at the Seventh Annual Encuentro
Literario de Escritores de la Frontera y
Festival del Cine Mexicano at the CAS
Building. The event features not only writers
from the border area but also the presentation
of a film from the Golden Age of Mexican
Cinema, and is sponsored by the Department
of Modem Languages and Literatures.
Some of the featured writers who will present poetry are assistant professors Dr.
Francisco Juarez -Torres and Dr. Peter
Browne. Students Irma Garcia and Samuel
Arispe will also read from their works.
The poetry reading will be held from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. in CAS 310. Dr. Sylvia
Dominguez will erve as the moderator. At 3
p.m. the Mexican film classic, 'Siempre
Toya' will be shown.
The event is free and open to the public.
For more information contact the Department
of Modem Languages and Literature at 3813441.

The UT Pan American Choir will pre ent a concert featuring the choral music of German romantic
compo ers at 8 p.m. Tue day, March 4, in the Fine
Arts Auditorium.
The choir is conducted by Dr. Chri topher Munn,
an associate professor of music.
The tickets for this event are $3 for general admission, with tickets for faculty, staff, and tudents
priced at $2.

History Club to show 'Howards End'
The History Club through their History Movie
Night, will pre ent tonight the film , 'Howard End'
at 7 p.m. at LA 101.

Philosophy Club features guest speaker
Today the Philosophy Club will feature a their
guest peaker, Earl (Bud) Frankenberger.
Frakenberger, who serves as special as istant to the
president, will be pre enting a lecture titled,
'Environmental Ethics.' The club will meet at noon
in LA 111. The lecture i free and open to the public.

'Fuente Ovejuna 1 presented
by the University Theatre
The University Theatre is currently presenting
the clas ic drama, 'Fuente Ovejuna.'
The play is Lope de Vega' tale of life in a
15th century village in Spain where the townspeople of the village of Fuente Ovejuna rise up
and overthrow the military tyrant.
This play, by Spain's most famous playwright,
is presented for the first time in a new translation
on the main stage of the University Theatre. The
show runs through tonight until March 2.
UTPA tudent will receive one free admission
with a valid identification. Reserved ticket cost
$10 while general adrni sion tickets are $5, and
are available at the door. For reserved eats,
plea e call the Univer ity Theatre Box Office at
381-3581. Latecomers and children under the
third grade will not be admitted.
Do your elf a favor, come and support the
Univer ity Theatre and their efforts, and in the
proce witnes a spectacular production.

Classic Release

voice of

a
they
Big Head Todd & the Monsten
a mix between rock ud folk. with
of intensity between
some
.

.

rbipitaDdell...
asto

,who
'tbeitvoice,
and completes the
· e of Prince, Pattenon

around die sound and the mood
abigberatatus.
· man name, and pt
timinlad lecepdon Rabaaan
• His music. and this

afo, :vid" ·emeasect
eonsidered an odd yet artiatic expression
Wbo Sold the
'1bum. "The
Heavy in mood and variety of style,
laycnil with soul and passion, in its entirety the
album is a ttue masterpiece.
Now considered a ball~ in both rock and
Bowie fJiatory. die album bas come into a new
prommmce wltb the help of Nirvana. When the
grunge mums recorded the tide track for their
'unpluged* album, the song raced the charts and
Bowie's classic work began shipping units again.
Which is great because a listener can not survive on grunge alone, and that music form owes
much to the pioneering work of Bowie and
albums like ~ Man Who Sold The World.' The
JIIUSic on this album is as clear and beautiful today
as it was so many years ago... A must have for
G,JOJIO serioqs.abcJut their music.
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GHB, Or Liquid Ecstasy, Experiencing A Resurgence On Campus
By Colleen DeBaise

CPS WASHINGTON--It's often touted on the
Internet as a muscle-builder, an aphrodisiac and
an easy high. But gamma hydroxybutyric acid--a
popular party drug better known as GHB or "liquid ecstasy"--is no magic pill.The government
warned recently that GHB, which was banned in
1991 but is experiencing a resurgence, has been
linked to a number of recent hospitalizations,
date rapes and even some deaths.
Three Massachusetts college students were
hospitalized, two in a coma, after trying GHB,
according to news reports. Dozens of high
school students became sick after using GHB at
a New Year's Eve concert in Los Angeles. Last
September, a 17-year-old Houston girl died after
someone slipped the drug into her soft drink at a
night club.
GHB, also know as Grievous Bodily Harm or
Liquid X, is an odorless drug with a slightly
salty taste, often distributed as a clear liquid that
can be mixed into a drink. In the 1980s, the drug
was promoted as a steroid alternative and widely
sold in health food stores until cases of GHBrelated illness were reported.Symptoms include
vomiting, dizziness, tremors and seizures.

The Food and Drug Administration declared it
illegal to manufacture or sell GHB in the United
States in 1991, and several states such as Texas
have made it illegal to possess. The FDA said it
renewed its warning becau e the drug now is
being produced in secret laboratories. FDA
investigators have begun a nationwide crackdown on underground GHB manufacturing.
GHB often is compared to Rohypnol, widely
known as "roofies" or the "date rape" drug. As
with Rohypnol, GHB can be slipped into a victim1s drink, causing them to pass out and have
little memory of the crime or the attacker's identity. At times, the drug are used in combination
with alcohol or marijuana to get a quick high
"We1re seeing [GHB] all over the state of
Texas, 11 aid Judy Row, director of Southwest
Texas State Univer ity1s drug prevention center.
"It seems to be showing up with the same
groups that were willing to use Rohypnol. 11 At
nightclubs, partyers can dispense GHB from
small, perfume sample- ized bottles into their
drinks, she said. In March, the government
banned imports of Rohypnol, which is sold overthe-counter in Mexico and other nations as a
sedative.
The president signed legislation in September

that stiffened the penalty for possession of
Rohypnol to that of cocaine, heroine and LSD.
"I would hope that GHB would be close on its
heels," Roy said. The biggest problem with
GHB is that students "don't seem to have a sense
of problems with the dosage and individual reaction, 11 she said.
Because the drug is produced so haphazardly,
its potency varies from batch to batch. The same
dose that gave someone a mild buzz once may
send them into a coma next time, doctors say.
For now, universities are trying to fight the
drug's resurgence with education awareness programs.
At SWT, "we're working on getting as much
info out as we can," Roy said. She adds that students worried that they may become the victim
of a "date rape" drug should take the following
afety precautions:
- Never accept a beverage unless it is in a
sealed container
- Never leave a beverage unattended; A Never
go out with or go home with anyone you do not
know well
- Never leave a friend who is displaying any
effects of a drug. Be sure to see him or her home
safely.

CONTACT LENS SUPER DEAL

HILLBILLY'S EYEAR
7St
6000 N. 10TH McALLEN, TX

FEATURING THIS MONTH:

STEEL HEARTS

BAR DRINKS
DRAFT BEER

TEQUILA SHOTS
SCHNAPPS

l~C•I.r•l'J~:R:ri.1:Rt:i

LL38 Clear Lenses • One Pair Oaily Wear

.95

*Thursdar Is Rock & Roll night, and if you dare, go up and sing
with the band. No! not Karaoke, but your own Live Back Up Band!
(Every participant r.celv. . a prize.J

$1.50 FRIDAYS (TILL 11:00 P.M.)

s1.s0

TRIP TO LAS VEGAS GIVEN AWAY
EVERY FRIDAY.
.

PTICAL

SOFT CONTACTS

*T-SHIRT GIVE AWAYS EVERY WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY*

LONGNECKS
BAR DRINKS
TEQUILA SHOTS
SCHNAPPS

1-HOUR

972-0047

With EYE EXAM

By Board Certified 0cx:tor ex ~
Must present coupon at store
Expires 3/9/':fl

1005 Nolana near 10th
McAllen
Paul Wilson, M.D.
Ophthalmologist
**Good at Nolana Location Only** 1
I

I 1E9r::.3[~-) :
VISA

~-------------------------------J
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"It was very impress ed with Pan
Americ an," said Richard (Itch) Jones,
Illinois coach. 'They have very good
pitching, near-perfet defense and are a
very good, well coached balJclub."
Bronc tarted Omar Ortiz stayed 1-0
after De La Garza' solo homer took
him off the hook as pitcher of record.
Ortiz, a highly promi ing fre hman
from Brown ville, left in the ixth,
trailing 3-2.
The Bronc cored twice in the third
for a 2-2 tie. Mike Holder and Jeff
Moore ingled, and red hot Leo
Salina doubled a home run. Matt
Si kow ki singled in another run but
Salina wa thrown out at home plate
by right fielder Rhode while trying to
core from econd.
Salinas, another hort freshman from
Mi ion, 5-9 and 160 batted 2-for-4
Sunday for his ixth hit of the eries.
The Bronc dropped to 9-6. The lo s
left Coach Al Ogletre e four short of
1 200 career victorie , going into six
traight home game , the next against
Incarna te Word Univer ty on Friday
and Saturday.

Illinois
cools off
hot Broncs
in Series
Ender, 6-3
Gabe de la Garza, the smalles t man
on the field at 5'5" and 145 lb . luggd Sunday 's only home run for UTPA,
but Illinois cooled off the Bronc , 6-3.
De la Garza, a freshman from
Mission, pinch-h it a solo homer that
struck atop the right-field fence and
bounced over to tie it, 3-3.
Right fielder Danny Rhode of
Illinois lammed his cap to the ground
in di appoint ment after his globe
touched the 350-foo t drive a it left the
park in the eventh inning, becau e he
couldn' t hold it.
Illinoi of the Big 10, frustrated by
three straight close los es at UTPA,
explode d for a three-run ninth inning

to win.
Todd McClur e was truck by a
pitched ball, reached third on a wild
pitch by Ralph Dillard (1-2) and deep
fly ball. After an intentional walk, both

Photo by Reina Martinez
runners cored when Aaron ieckuJa
boomed a triple to center off a fre h
relief pitcher Richard Cren haw.
ShawnT arggart' uicide queeze bunt
plated the ixth run.
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STUDENT CALLERS

400 E. Expressway 83
McAllen, TX 78540

Ne.it to OfflceMu
(210) 664-9211

--

• Color Copies • Posters
• Copies
• Booklets • Comp uter Rental
• Laser Printing • Desktop Publishing
• Banners • Best Prices! ! !

Bright, articula te people needed to
phone UT Pan Am·gradua tes
and rai e money for theAnn ual Fund.

GREAT BENEFITS!
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Starting wage is $4.75 per hour with top
produce rs earning $6.00 per hour.

SET YOUR OWN SCHEDULE
Mo t callers will work

a maxim um of three nights.

Apply at UC 108
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Expensive Hobby:
Fiesta Hidalgo
included a model airplane show. These
mini planed can cost
from $6,000-$10,000
depending on the
make and model.
They are powered by
chainsaw motors.

Photo by Jimmy Garcia
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Staffed by Physicians, Physician Assistants, Nurse practitioners and Nurses.

§ for students (with a valid UTPA I.D.):

•Medical treatment:

•Family Planning:

•Immunizations:

Colds and flu

Pap smears
birth control pills
counseling
pregnancy tests
treatment for sexually
transmitted diseases

MMR, TD, HPB
flu shots
chicken-pox
TB skin testing

sore throats
ear aches
gynecological problems
urinary tract problems
digestive tract problems

•HIV Testing :

•Lab

Free and confidential
Tuesday evenings 5 pm-8 pm
Wednesday 9 am -12 noon

•Referrals

Try the E-Z way to Fast Cash
Not A Finan ce Comp any

®~®

•Pharmacy

•Over the counter medications
•Student Health Insurance
•Evening Clinic: Tuesdays & Wednesdays 4-8:00 p.m.

MTTF- 9 - 6
SAT- 9 - 5
W & SUN - CLOSED

•Hours:
Monday thru Friday: 8 am - 5 p.m.

•Evening Clinic:
Tuesdays & Wednesdays: 4:00 - 8:00 p.m.

Walk-ins accepted!

EZ -C AS H

Your Student Fees at Work!

3115 S. Closn er • Edinb urg

•Location:

Emilia Schunior Ramirez Hall Roo
103, South of the dorms on Sugar Road.

Member of the American
College Health Association

For information

381-2511
•

®~®®

No Cre dit Che ck

•VISA/MasterCard accepted
I

~

Minimal Fee For Lab & Medication

•

383 -44 08
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r------DOUBLE YOUR DOLLARS
AT
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• 10 SESSIONS FOR $ 20.00
• I SESSION FOR $ S.00
Offer good until 12/31 /96

I

~/Ill/

:

•W @[Pl]~
©lPl1~0~© 0[Pl1~0£U.0a

:

I
I

"Our Name Says It Alt•

: Buy one chicken dinner and get a second one :
I FREE during the month of February with this I
I
coupon and your student I.D. card.
I

L---------------------J

kinko•s

EASY CHECK CASHING

~

the copy center
LATE NIGHT COPIES

8:00PM till Miduight

•our Name Says It All•

601 S. Bus. 281
Edinburg, TX

1

Just Bring in this Coupon ior

S,:lf

Serve
Copies

31 /2·¢ •)
._

cci~~~~ ~~~~te~h~%~7;,
8

Checks cashed, fax ($1.00 per page), copies,
Western Union, stamps, envelopes, gas payments,
money orders 29¢ or up to ten FREE when
cashing a check.

Color Coples • Binding
IBM & a Desktop Publishing
Open 2--i I !OURS • 7 Days .1 Wed,
Jrnll s. I01h Si.• ~lcAlkn, ·1X

zar bar
frldav night

$S with PanAm or
STCC ID. open ·bar Inc 11ded
over 30 shooters to choose from

(210) 682 -4040 • bx(210)

M!.:!- ➔ OIJ

I
I
I
I Great Selections From Our I
I
Low Fat. Low Calorie Menu
loch Subs 97% Fat Free & Under Breast & Ham
I Six Veggie
I
Delitc™ • Roast Beef • Turkey Breast & Ham
Turkey Breut • Ham • ubway Club
I
(d Discount to all students staff & I
I

1o70

cigars from cub• & around the world. now sold here

Your
Busines s Card
Ad here
Call Bill Edson
381-2541

I

L

Faculty. Must present UTPA 1.0.

THE

~
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----------SHOULD~:
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1.6L, 4 Cyt., Auto, PS, A/C, AM/FM Stereo, Dual Air Bags, Carpet Mats,
Full Wheel Covers, Child Security Lock, Daytime Running Lamps

3.1 L, 6 Cyt., 4 Spd. Auto, Am/FM Stereo, PL, Tilt, Pass Key Theft Deterrent,
Daytime Running Lamps, Dual Air Bags, Anti-Lock Brakes, Floor Mats Slkl 6246

SW 5932. 5943, 5933. 5915, 5910, 5889

MSRP.
Clark Dis.
Cash Back

$14,962
M.S.R.P
·1 ,000
Cash Back
-467
Clark Dis

-S16,495

.

S13,•

$18,110
·1 ,115
-500

1

GMAC SMART BUY · 35 pymts cl $199. 1 FNI ir,mt. cl $11 ,073.37. Based on $700 cash down plus m
09 45% APR "A'.lMAC IPl)IOY8l Filance cha,ve a $3,620.67. Cash Baclt assigned 10 dealer. &.t,jod 10
~

S13,&
GMAC Class A Rating Approyal. $288 mo. for 60 mo. "1111 $1,266 Down Payment F1nance Charge=
$3,678.~ . Total cl peymen1s a $17,280. Reba1e usigned 10 dealer. Subject 10 p,e-sale

USED CAR SPECIALS

USED TRUCKS & SUBURBANS

· · ·····.. ···· ·S&,m
!~~e~~
1111Fenll-1.MS IIIIW. . S7 488
I
PkJ;
~~._. . . . ..S9,m
:~~~u~~ ~ . _ ~ !~~,~:!~~~··· ··s11,m
Dual NC, Conversion

SIie# 5563A. . . . . . . .

Pl.US 15 . . SUIIJIIIIIIIS 18 Cllllll 1111111
'fr/ IIODB.S •
'92

''We go the extra mile for you!''

I

